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Chewy Bar

ID Number : 0011

Type : Chewy Bars

Category : Bakery

Quantity : Depend on cutting size and thinkness

Time : 20 MIn(Preparation), 25 Min(Cooking)

Difficulty : 

General Information

This is a simple chewy bar recipe. You can cook it in any pan you want, the larger is the

pan the thinner will be your bars. Use your judment to get the right pan size. Cooking time

can also vary with different thickness. Personally, I tested it on thick bars (1 in, 2.5 cm). A

larger pan surface will also require more sesames. I used sunflower seeds and almond in

my recipe but you can easily replace these ingrdients with raisin, chocolate chips or other

kind of nuts, it's your choice.

Ingredients

Qt. Ingredient

6-1/2 Cup or half a 1Kg Bag Oat Flakes

1 Cup Brown Sugar

1 Cup Corn Sirup

1 Cup Honey

1 Cup Sunflower Seeds (Oiled and salted)

1 Cup Almond Chunks (Salted and roasted)

1/3 Cup Sesame

Procedures

Place the oat in a bowl. Add the brown sugar and mix together.1.

Add the Corn sirup and the honey and mix until completly blend. Yes, it is really

difficult to mix. Use a hard spoon and do your best.

2.

Add the sunflower seed and the almonds. Mix again with the same difficulty level.3.

Preheat the oven at 350F( 180C ).4.

Oil you pan and cover the bottom with flour. Or you can use waxed paper on the

bottom of the pan.

5.

Place the mixture in the pan and use a spoon to spread the mixture over the pan.6.



The mixture will stick to your spoon.

Then spread sesames all over the mixture. Use another spoon and flatten the mixture

again. The sesame will prevent the spoon from sticking.

7.

Where everything is completly flat, place the pan in the oven and cook for 20 to 25

minutes.

8.

Remove from the oven and let it rest for 15 minutes. Cut the squares the size you

want but don't remove it. Let it cool down again for 1 day and then you can remove

them from the pan.

9.
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